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Facts & Myths
about English
Learners (ELs)

Let’s Play!!!
Please join us at

kahoot.it
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Facts & Myths
about English
Learners (ELs)

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/03261d0112ff-4d8d-9729-a07c2ca07129

The Dyslexia
Handbook
-Procedures for early identification,
instruction and accommodations for students
with dyslexia.
-Written procedures regarding students with
dyslexia.
-Resource for educator preparation programs
and other entities seeking guidance to serve
students with dyslexia.

Orthographic Systems
of Alphabetic Languages
Continuum of Orthographic
Systems
Opaque

according to the degree to which they
respect the alphabetic system

One phoneme can
correspond to
several graphemes
and one
grapheme
can correspond to
several phonemes

Transparent

Grapheme-Phoneme
correspondence
is one-to-one
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Orthographic Systems
of Alphabetic Languages
Continuum of Orthographic
Systems
Opaque
English
French
Danish
Portuguese

according to the degree to which they
respect the alphabetic system

Reading difficulties are
more common in
countries
where the writing system
is more opaque:
orthography is complex.

Transparent

Turkish
Finnish
Italian
Greek
Spanish
German
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Orthographic Systems
of Alphabetic Languages
Continuum of Orthographic
Systems

Opaque
English
44+ sounds
16 vowel sounds
Exceptions
(pattern)

according to the degree to which they
Transparent
respect the alphabetic system

Reading difficulties
show in different
ways in English and
Spanish.

Spanish
22+ sounds
5 vowel sounds
Exceptions (accent
markers)
No silent e, no
contractions
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International Dyslexia Association & NIH (2002)
●

Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurobiological in

origin. It is characterized by poor spelling and poor decoding
abilities. Typically, these difficulties result from a deficit in the
phonological component of language that is often unexpected in
relation to other cognitive abilities…
● Secondary consequences may include problems in reading
comprehension and reduced reading experience that can impede
the growth of vocabulary and background knowledge
(Lyon, Shaywitz, & Shaywitz, 2003).
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Bilingual Brain Research
● Does dyslexia exist in other languages?
● Is dyslexia manifested the same in other languages?

“… there is a universal neurobiological basis for dyslexia, and that
differences in reading performance among dyslexics of different countries
are due to different orthographies and cultural diversity (Paulessu et al.,
2001; Ramus, 2003).”

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Bilingual Brain Research
● Paulessu (2001) conducted research focusing on the manifestation

of dyslexia across opaque (English and French) and transparent
systems (Italian).
● Italian speaking children identified as dyslexic had better reading
execution than American and French children with dyslexia.
● Regardless of country, comparison of children with average reading
abilities to children with dyslexia revealed significant differences
suggesting that dyslexia may manifest itself differently in different
countries, but dyslexia exists even in those countries with
transparent orthographies.
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Bilingual Brain Research
●

In opaque orthographies, the main difference between children
with average reading abilities to children with dyslexia rests on
reading accuracy, or the ability to decode words successfully

●

In transparent orthographies, reading speed and reading
comprehension are more significant between children with
average reading abilities and children with dyslexia.
(Wimmer & Mayringer, 2001; Holopainen, Ahoen, & Hyytinen, 2001; Muller & Brady,
2001; Treesodi et al., 2001; Jimenez & Hernandez, 2001).
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Bilingual Brain Research
Research conducted with German, Finnish, Italian, and Spanishspeaking individuals supports the following:
▪

Phonological processing deficiency is a universal basis for
dyslexia in alphabetic orthographies.

▪

Reading speed and reading comprehension are more
significant in transparent orthographies.

ACTIVITY
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THE ALDINE WAY

What happens when we get a dyslexia referral...
(Information Gathered from District Flow chart)
● Whether dyslexia request is verbal, written or by a teacher, the campus EIT (Early
Intervention Team) is to schedule and hold an EIT meeting
● Response To Intervention teachers should bring:
a) Testing reports
b) Progress reports from each program & Intervention log

● Classroom teacher should bring:
a) Current grades
b) formal and informal test grades
c) classroom work samples and intervention log

What happens when we get a dyslexia referral (continued)
● EIT reviews:
1)
2)
3)

Student grade
Discipline
The student educational history

4)
5)

Number of retentions
Attendance in school

6)

Home language survey

7)

Information from previous schooling inside or outside of United States
Vision and hearing (other medical information on the student to determine if a referral can even be considered)

8)

● All finding and information about the student should be documented and given to
the dyslexia specialist, so she/he can determine is a good dyslexia referral.
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Information that is
gathered after referral is
received...
Data gathering for Dyslexia
Consideration Form

● Transition Report
● Vision/Hearing screening
● Classroom Reading Assessments
● Samples of School Work
● Parent Contact Log
● All Assessment Data
● Home Language Survey
● Information from previous
schooling inside or outside of U.S.
● 3 questions for Unexpectedness
from all classroom teachers
● Teacher Input Forms
● Parent Input, receipt of Rights and
Consent.

●
●
●
●
●
●

Additional Data for
English Learners

Bilingual Program
ESL Program
Home language Survey
TELPAS Scores
LPAC Information
Oral Language Proficiency

Parent Input
● What are some of your child’s strengths?
● How is the behavior at home?
● Have any family members had learning
problems?
● Primary language spoken at home?
● Do you feel that you child is experiencing
problems in school?
● Were there any problems before, during,
after, or immediately after birth? Please
explain
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Informal Teacher Data
1. What instructional concerns do you
have about the student?
2. What behavioral concerns do you
have about the student?
3. What special services or programs
and / or instructional accommodations
are provided to the student in response
to his/her problems? Example: Bilingual
program, tutorials, ESL strategies, peer
tutoring, extra time, oral tests, etc.

Informal Teacher Data
1. Describe the student’s verbal abilities in comparison to their reading abilities?
- Example: class discussions, does child stay on topic, can child tell a story…
2. How would you describe the student if having to read print was not a
requirement in your class? Example: If no text or reading was involved and the
teacher just modeled, guided, explained concepts how would the student
perform?
3. Describe how the student demonstrates ability to learn orally in other core
subjects outside or reading instruction. Example: Math, Science, Social
Studies… (Google Form)

Dyslexia in Different
Languages

Dyslexia and
English
Learners (ELs)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Ef-3MXhl3Cg

Diagnosing Dyslexia in
English Learners
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
hEIh4pbN5v4
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Language of Assessment;
Spanish, English, or Both?
●

Primary language?

LPAC documentation; School Program. Type of language
program model provided and language of instruction

Language of instruction?

●

TELPAS proficiency rating scores. information for four
language domains (listening, speaking, reading, and

Both?

writing)
●

Previous schooling inside and/or outside the United States

●

Home Language Survey

●

Comparative Language Index between English and
Spanish (CLI)

Testing Instruments
English
WJIV-ACH Form B
Reading words in isolation
Decoding nonsense words
Spelling
Written expression
Math calculation
Math problem solving

WJIV Oral
Oral Language
Listening Comprehension

GORT 5
Reading fluency
Rate
Accuracy
Reading Comprehension
Oral Reading Index
CTOOP
Phonological Awareness
Rapid Symbolic Naming
Phonological Memory
TOWRE
Orthographic Processing

Spanish
BATERIA III Woodcock-Munoz ACH/COGReading words in isolation
Decoding nonsense words
Spelling
Fluency
Phonological awareness
Rapid symbolic naming
Written expression
Math calculation
Math problem solving
Phonological Memory
Reading Comprehension
WJIVOral
Oral Language
Listening Comprehension

Dyslexia Report Template: Dyslexia Characteristics
The Dyslexia Handbook
Revised 2014
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Dyslexia Report Template: Unexpectedness Areas
The Dyslexia Handbook
Revised 2018

Areas Included in the Dyslexia Report
● Reason for Referral
● Background Information (Educational History/ Sociological
Information)
○ Parent data
○ Health screenings
○ School data
● Behavioral Observations
● Language of assessment
● Summary

Interpretation of Data and Evaluation
Interpretation done by a committee of Knowledgeable persons (504 or
ARD committee).
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Interpretation of Data and Evaluation
Committee will determine if student exhibits deficits in the
primary characteristics of dyslexia with unexpectedly low
performance for the students age and educational level in
some and or all of the following areas:
○
○
○
○

Reading words in isolation
Decoding unfamiliar words accurately and automatically
Reading fluency for connected text (rate and/or accuracy and/or prosody)
Spelling (an isolated difficulty in spelling would not be sufficient to identify
dyslexia)

Interpretation of Data and Evaluations
●

It is not one single indicator but a preponderance of data (both informal
and formal) that provide the committee with evidence for whether these
difficulties are unexpected.

Dyslexia Handbook 2018 p.32

Preponderance of
Data That the
Students Difficulties
are Unexpected
Consider both informal and formal
information to determine
preponderance of data for
unexpectedness.

Informal
● Parent Input
● Teacher Input
● Oral Abilities (classroom and social)
● Classroom Performance
● Classroom assessments, quizzes
● Creative/Artistic/Athletics
Formal
● Standardized assessments
● Norm-referenced assessments
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Interpretation of Data and Evaluations
Test results must be interpreted considering student’s linguistic background
English

Spanish

Phonological awareness

Phonological awareness—may be less pronounced

Rapid naming

Rapid naming

Regular/irregular decoding

Decoding—fewer “irregular words” in Spanish

Fluency

Fluency—often a key indicator

Spelling

Spelling—may show fewer errors than in English, but still
more than students that do not have dyslexia

Reading comprehension may be a weakness in both English and Spanish.
Dyslexia Handbook 2018 p.31

Primary Characteristics of Dyslexia in Spanish
In Spanish, some of the scores in the primary characteristic of dyslexia may fall
within the average range due to the transparency of the language.
May fall in the average range
● Reading words in isolation
● Reading nonsense words
● Spelling

Difficulties in
● Reading Fluency
● Rapid Naming
● Phonological Deficits

.

Examples of Common Reading and Spelling Mistakes in
English Learners (ELs)
● Pronunciations errors due to Spanish phonological influence (e.g. reads

drogstore for drugstore)
● Spelling errors (e.g. writes rack for rock, mekin for making, clin for clean;

chi lisme for she lets me)

Essentials of Dyslexia Assessment and Intervention by Nancy Mather and Barbara J. Wendling
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Examples of Common Reading and Spelling Mistakes in
English Learners (ELs)
● Limited knowledge of of double consonants (e.g. writes botle for

bottle)
● Errors due to pronunciation of sounds nonexistent in Spanish (e.g. v

for b or vice versa, writes cavul for cable; j for s, writes mejure for
measure; ch for sh, writes chow for show; y for j, write yaw for jaw; es
for s, writes estop for stop)

Essentials of Dyslexia Assessment and Intervention by Nancy Mather and Barbara J. Wendling

After assessment… Big Question

Are the students difficulties due to
language acquisition difficulties?

Scenario 1
●
●
●
●
●
●

11 years old
4th grade bilingual
Retained in 1st grade
Bilingual Program since PK
Attendance is not a concern
Reading Level “E” English (BOY
1st grade) & “J” Spanish (BOY
2nd grade)
● TELPAS - Reading 1 Beginning, Writing 2 Intermediate, Speaking and
Listening 3 - Advanced

● Home Language Survey: Spanish
● Cognitive Academic Language
Proficiency (CALP):
ORAL LANGUAGE (English): 2 Very Limited

LENGUAJE ORAL (Spanish): 2 Very Limited

LISTENING COMP (English): 2 Very Limited

COMPRENSIÓN AUDITIVA (Spanish): 3 Limited

● Teachers shared his verbal
abilities are stronger than his
ability to read
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Scenario 1

Scenario 1

Scenario 2
●
●
●
●
●
●

9 years old
Retained in 3rd grade
Bilingual program since Pre-K
Primary Language: Spanish
Speaks English with siblings
Passing grades in all subjects
except for Reading and Math
● Reading Level “H” in English
(1st EOY), and “M” in Spanish
(3rd EOY)
● Tier 3 Interventions for
English Reading and Math

● TELPAS: Reading and Writing 2
(Intermediate), Speaking and
Listening 3 (Advance)
● Academic Language Proficiency
(CALP):
ORAL LANGUAGE

2 Very Limited

LENGUAJE ORAL

3 Limited

LISTENING COMP

2 Very Limited

COMPRENSIÓN AUDITIVA 3 Limited

● Teachers shared that student
participates well during Spanish
discussions
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Scenario 2

Scenario 2

Improvements Needed
● Provide training to the
teachers, administrators and
RTI teachers regarding to the
Language Acquisition and
language or instruction with
ESL and EL Students.
● Read
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Contacts
Corinna Villar Cole, Ph.D.,
ccole@shsu.edu
Elsa Vega-Vega, M.Ed.,
egvega-vega@aldineisd.org
Yolanda Plata, M.Ed.,
mplatamahillo@aldineisd.org

Angelina Quemma, M.Ed.,
aquemma@aldineisd.org
Norma Rodriguez,M.Ed.,
nrodriguez@aldineisd.org
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